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S4PIJ ROUGH1ZSS COEFFICIEZS Fc USE IN DETEEIXNINa

?4LXIMW4 FLOW IN WESTERN OREGON S?RW4S

Introduction

In designing forest roads, logging engineers must select the

proper size culverts to handle stream flaw. Culverts too small

to carry the expected 1low (called the design flow) may wash out.

This may require additional expense in replacing the culvert and

fill. Culvarta too large for the design flaw will tie up money

that might better be spent elsewhere. Determination of the timnum

ize culvert should be reduced to a mathematical a that

tea over or under-design. This requires (1) determination

of the design flour expected from the stream and (2) determina.ti

of the culvert eisa to handle this design flaw.

Tables and graphs published br culvert manufacturers sli

the quanti1r of flour a culvert can handle (1, p. l93-21).
Therefore the problem is determination of the design flow ox

pected from the stream. A technique of determining a unitgraph

may be used to arrive at the design flow if enough years of strel

and rainfall records are available (3, p. ]31-)$9). However

enough records are aviilable to build unitgraphs on eU

watersheds (7). Instead, logging engineers have had to resort to

less scientific m

One 0.1 these methods is the use of Talbot' a formula. T3.bot a

rla emiqirioally predicts streamfiow by measurent of the



ea and estimation of a coefficient (1, p. 19Ii-19).

ot proved too aUcCeBaful in practice due to the wide variation

in coefficients between adjacent watersheds (8, p. 209).

A more rational approach is achieved by use of Manning's formula

, p. 209) ithich determines actual flair by measurement of three

factors and an estimate of another. Manning' a formula states that:

2/3312Q*A 3.,)486 it S
XL

discharge in cubic feet per second.

A * cross sectional area of flow in square feet.

it mean hydraulic radius in feet,

A
ed perimeter in feat.

0.3.0. This is not an uncommon variation in roughness for stream

slop, of water level in feet per foot.

coefficient of roughness of the metted
perimeter.

engineers obtain these stream measrementa at selected points

that show indici previous high water and then compute the

high water flair. This high water flow is used me the design flaw,:

.s technique is open to one major criticism. No one has yet

termined the relation between indications of previous high water

and any selected design flow.

The only estimate required in Manning's formula is the roughness

of the stream bottom (n). This estimate can be Important. In

sample problem, the as coefficient was varied from to



bottcsns in Western Oregon. Assuming a 0.014 roughness coef

i inch diameter culvert would have been required to handle the

high water flow. Increasing the roughness coefficient tO 0.1.0

reduced the culvert liaietei, needed to 1,2 inches. The variation

in culvert sine becries even greater with large etre

Previous experimental work in detormi this roughness

coefficient has been dons on canals end on streams that siy not

be ,t5mt1' to Western Oregon streams (2, aM 6). Two of thee.

references ( and 6) contain photographs that illustrate vsrioua

roughness coefficients.

Objective

The objective of this thesie is to experimentally determine the

value of stream botton roughness coefficients of sample streams in

Western Oregon and to present photographs of the stream bottoms with

their corresponding roughness coefficients.

Prooetire

Sit,4ive Western Oregon atre spots were selected at which

the stream bottom material remained consistent for a five to thirt.
reach up and doim stream. Representative stream bottom tjypee

selected whenever the material forming the bott seemed to

differ enough from previous tpee to possibly cause a variation in
the roughness coefficient1 It possible, each type was sampled at

three stream spots. Stream spots were boated in the Soap Creek



where * roughness coefficient of the stresa botton.
aesa hydraulic radius of downatresa and up.tresa
cross sections.
slop, of botton of cb&insl in fast per foot.
ratio of the alan of the squares of th. velocities
divided by the square of the en velocity.
Subscript 1 refers to upatr.sa cross s.stiori
subscript 2 refers to downstr.sa cross section.

v * m.sn velocity of the cross section.
g * 32.16 feet per second per seconi.
d Opth of water at cross section in feet.
L * length of reach in feet.

mean of mean velocities at upstream and
cross sections.

ut. used to solve the for.il were taken at high wet.r

since the logging engineer would be interested in appraising

roughnes. coefficient that affect, high water' flow.

5i*ges of OSC's )Donald Fore.

drainge of the City raUis' watershed end in the South

Ssntisa drainage. This i. not a wiAe distribution nor doss it saspla

mU th. possible variation in Western Oregon str.sa bottccaa. The

do represent strea* bottcms ocm.ccly occuring in Western

crested watersheds; and, therefore, the results should

be of so.. use to logging engineers.

Each strsaa spot was photographed at 3.0w water level to visuaUy

indicate the character of the etresa botton. At sub of these stresa

spots, the roughness coefficient of the strsaa botto. was deteriRined

by solving the following foraula (3, p. z66).
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At high water, two cross sections were established at the ends

of a straight length of stream that provided visual indications of

teady flaw. Steady flow was assumed in derivation of the roughness

:oefficient formula. Visual indications of steady flow are gradually

accelerating, gradusl2' decelerating or uniformly flowing bodies of

water with straight free surfaces. Each set of data was tested

mathematically for' steady flow after the measurements were made. Of

the 65 stream spots located during low stage, only irD gave indic*tion

of steady flaw at high water.

Each cross section was established perpendicular to the flow

by ocular estimation, At each cross section, a straight, wooden,

2" x 14 plank was placed across the stream. The plank's ends were

leveled to the nearest bundreth of a foot by a dumpy, wye or hand

level using correct surveying procedures. The elevation of the

bottom of the plank was re:terred to as the bench mark (B. N. in

data sheets), At 0.20'.foot intervals along the plank, lines we

drawn perpendicular to the pl.I*' a long axis.

At each of these maited intervals, a pitot tube was lowere

vertically by aligning the tube with the lines marked on the plank,

The pitot tube consisted of a "kinetic" tube facing upstream and a

"static" tube normal to the direction of flow and flush with the

be' a head. (For details on pitot tubes, their construction and

operation refer to 3, p. 108113). The tube's coefficient (C

s 1.00. Sections of the "kinetic" tube and "static" tube were made

glass and joined at the top to a clamp valve to allow evacuation.
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the tubes were aligh evacuated, the differential height of

the water could be seen.

Marks were made along the edge of the pitot tube to

measurement of distances along the length of the tube to bundreths

of a foot. By lowering the pitot tube vertically, the vertical

distance below the bench mark to the strewn's water sur$ace was

measured to the nearest huridreth of a foot. This measurement was

recorded on the data sheet as shown on page 12. Than at 0.10-foot

intervals ocouring at exact tenths of a foot below the bench next,

the differential height of the water in the two tubes was measured

to the nearest hundreth of a foot with a plastic scale and recorded

the data sheet. The vertical distance to the bottcmn of the stream

was noted to the nearest tvo-hundreths of a foot and indicated by the

position of the letters "Bt2n0 on the data sheet. At the cross

section' s deepest depth, the vertical distance was measured to the

nearest hundreth of a Loot and noted on the data sheet (the figure

below the deepest UBtmfl notation

The horizontal distance along the stream's centerline between

the two cross sections was measured directly with a me t*Uic cloth

pe to bundrotha of a loot. This reading was recorded on Th. data

Le*t. The difference in olevetion between the upstream and dawfl-

stream bench marks was determined to the nearest bundreth of a foot

th a rod and iye, dumps or hand level using correct surveying

procedures, This reading was recorded on the data sheet.



From the readings of the differential height of the water in the

pitot tubes, a mean velocity and coefficient for each cross section

was coiçuted. A work sheet showing a sample calculation is shown on

page 13. For each cross section a plat was drawn on 10 x 10 cross

secttcn paper and the area and wetted perimeter were measured directly

from this p1st. A sample plat is shown on page i1. The area was

determined by use of a compensating polar planimeter and te. wetted

perimeter ii*s determined by the use of a map measurer. The hydraulic

radius of the section was determined mathematically from the area an

vetted perimeter.

Each act of data wee tested to determine if ste&dy flow did

exist by ocmputing the quantity of flow past each cross section. The

mean velocity timee the area of the cross section equal, the quentit

of flow. For steady flow to exist, the quantity of flow passing the

upstream cross section should pass the downstream cross section.

airy set of data varied enough in flow to change the solution of the

roughness coefficient formula by five..thouaandths, the sot of data

was discarded. Data from 26 stream spots survived this test.

oms of the variation from steady flow was probably caused by

errors in measurement or recording. Some variation probably existed

oticed seepage into the stream somewhere between the

and d tream cross sections. In some cases the variation

to the heavy precipitation during the time of the surements.

In other cases it was evident the variation was due to movement of

water underneath the stream bed,
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Results

Photographs of sample Western Oregon streams are shown on

pages 25 to 21. with descriptions of the materiel forming the bottom.

The value of n (the roughness coefficient) at high water level is

indicated below each photograph. Where several stream spots of the

same type contributed to a variation in the roughness coefficient,

the range of the vtriation is shown.

se of the Results

By selecting a point in a stream where the stream bottom material

is fairly consistent for a distance of 25 or 20 feet up and down

a logging engineer may measure the cross sectional area, wetted

perimeter arid slope of the high water flaw. These data plus an estimate

of the roughness coefficient vide the necessary information

for determining the quantity of high water flow through the use of

Manxtings formul.a.

Study of the photographs will aid in estimating roughness

coefficients. The following rui.e*i.oZthumb developed tram the

msirementz made for' this theeis may serve as guides.

Very few stream bottoms have roughness coefficients below

0.05.

ughnese coefficients of clay and/or small rock (3-inch

diimeter and il1 or) stream bottoms average 0.05 un1os

modified by debris
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Roughness coefficients of streams with mild bank debris that

is flooded in high water, large rock (i-root diameter and

larger) stream bottoms, and streams with sttered large

rock average 0.09.

b. Stream bottoms with logging debris, branches anrJ. vegetation

never ha as coefficients below 0.09 and sometimes

go as high as 0.140, These stream bottoms give erratic results

and should be avoided in *ng moasurements of past high

ter flows.

Logging engineers need to estimate the design flow to correc

determine culvert sie for logging roads. The most rational method

available to logging engineers is the use of Manning's forvtu].a. AU

the information needed to solve Nanx3ing's formula may be iasured

or near the stream crossing site except the stream bottom roughness

This has to be estimated by the logging engineei

To aid the logging engineer, this thesis experimen

determLrid the value of stream bottc*n roughness coefficients and

presented photographs of some aevrpla stream bottoms in Western Oregon

with the value of n (the roughness coefficient) indicated below each

photograph.

Each stream spot selected was photographed at low water is

to visuafly indicate the character of the stream bottom, Then at high

water, 1io cross sections wore established at each end of a length of

stream that gave indications of steady flow, At each cross section



where n * roughness coefficient of the strum bott
an hydraulic radius of downstream and upstream

cross sentLoms.
alop. of bottom of channel in test p.r toot.
ratio of the mean of the squares of the velocities
divid.d by th. square of the naan velocity.
Subscript 1 ret.rs to upstream cross a.otion;
subscript 2 refers to downstream cross section.

v * an velocity of the cross section.g a 32.16 t.t pu second p.r second.4 a depth of water at cross section in fs
L - length at reach in feat.

a mean of mean velocities at upstream and downstream
cross sections.

by theus, of a pitot tubi, the velocities at 0.10.

foot depth intuvala at cross.stream intervals of O.20'fsct. Prom

thus readings, ity and coefficient re computed on

a worksheet fore section and a ap sec anal p1st was

drawn, Prom this end wetted puit.r were awured.

Tb. difference in water liv.], length between arose sections and

depth were directly ssured in the fields

ing thus data, the tQUowing foran vu solved to determine

botto* rang



Lpproxzat. Locatici W$Ji $.j, T 3,1 .S.ft5
D.soription of Bottcs Clay with i1d debris oo

Blsvation Upstx'eaz B. N.

HI
FS

Rlsvation - Downstruz

8AXPIZ DATA 3}IEZT

Soap Cr. trib. south side

DIYJERENTIAL BEIGHT OF WATER IN PITOT

imir,ths of a foot

oo plait

5.25.

12

59 U

15 14 16 19 2

l6 16 14 14 16

2 0
BtaB

Date 7

18 16 13 13 17 8
Bta

19 12 0 13 13 -1
Btm Bta Bt*

Bta Bt
19.7





CRtS SECT ION PLAT
of

SAMPLE NUMBER 59 - UPSTREAM

Horizontal Diatance

in

tentha of aft

0 1.0

Area 0.820 sq ft

Wetted perimeter 2.50 ft
Hydrau1.ic radiuz 0.328 ft



inafl rock (3.4.rich diLt8r and saUer) bottom with little debrle0

A yardstick is used for a sizo-.iiage.

'1 = C.O4



C].y bottav with mild debris. A yardstick is used a a sieimgs.
n o.c

16



3.7

!41xedize rock (3 to 12inch diator) botta uith little debris.
A 3.8foot rod is used as a size age,

n = 0.09 to 0,10



Large rock (1foot dizter ad larger) bottor with no debriB.

A 13,0-foot rod is uøed a 3ie guage.

n = 0,10
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clay botti with ten percent of tho surface covcrod with

1are rock (1...foot dianeter).

Mild bork dobria,

A yardatick is uaed as a size-.gwige.

= 6.10



Large rock (1-.root d1aitor and larger) bottcn with little debris.

£ yardstick is used as a aizes.uage.

n = 0.10 to 0.16
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